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Pedagogy and practice 2021-22

The Classroom Essential 10

1. Use the school protocol for entrances and exits.

2. We always demand 100%.

3. Always have a Do It Now (DIN) task ready.

4. We plan our lessons to include challenge for all.  
Nobody gets left behind!

5. Our expositions include high quality 
explanations.

6. We model using the I do, We do, You do 
approach.

7. We plan BIG questions before the lesson to 
stretch the students and we operate a no hands 
up policy.

8. We use DDI techniques to spot gaps so they 
can be filled.

9. We give opportunities for independent 
practice.

10. We conclude our lessons with an Exit Ticket.
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Expert teaching

At Vale, we believe that every lesson should be taught in an expert way, so that 

ultimately, all students can make progress and engage in deliberate practice.

Deliberate practice requires the teacher, as the expert, to provide very high-

quality scaffolding. For us as teachers, that means great questioning and excellent 

modelling. However, there is more to the art of expert teaching than just questioning 

and feedback, the diagram below demonstrates the other factors that are required.

Expert teaching 
requires…

Challenge so that…

Students have high expectations of what they 
can achieve.

Explanation so that…

Students acquire new knowledge and skills.

Modelling so that…

Students know how to apply the knowledge and 
skills.

Opportunities for independent practice.

Questioning so that…

Students are made to think hard with breadth, 
depth and accuracy.

Feedback so that…

Students think about and further develop their 
knowledge and skills.
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CPD at Vale

Coaching to incorporate teaching and leadership.
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Closing the Vocabulary Gap, with a focus on Tier 3 language.

Leadership development at Trust level and through internal CPD.

Introducing The Writing Revolution.

Growing in response to Reviewing Together Days.

Real Time Feedback.

Practice labs in response to temperature checks for both teaching and 
culture (including tutor time).

Consolidation of approaches to whole school culture.

The components of expert teaching.

• Challenge
• Explanation
• Modelling
• Questioning
• Feedback

beyond the September insets 2021/22
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Scope and Sequence Document

We use the scope and sequence document to plan the direction of our lessons 

through the rigour and management trajectories and we also use this to track 

teacher development in order to get better: faster! Through quality assurance 

(temperature checks) we regularly measure the culture and DDI of each classroom. 

By using the scope and sequence document, we are able to focus on granular 

pieces of practice in order to improve pedagogy and culture across the academy.

Long Term Planning

We use our long-term plans in order to establish the end goal for each student by the 

end of each unit. Exciting, engaging and interesting topics are planned to impart the 

knowledge, skills and understanding that are outlined within the national curriculum 

and exam specifications that our students study. In addition, it is here that we outline 

what we think is important for our students to study based on where they live and 

how we want them to grow into curious, skilled and well qualified global citizens. It 

is from these sequential and well thought out long term plans that we draw upon 

the exact knowledge, skills and understanding that is planned into our day to day 

delivery of lessons.

Medium Term Planning

Our medium term plans break each lesson down into even further detail and should 

be used to establish the precise knowledge, skills and understanding that need to 

be taught in each lesson. However, the real power within the medium term plans is 

the revelation of how each lesson should be assessed as this is where we can see 

how we are going to identify the learning gaps in each student. Typically, it is the 

case that polling the room, exit tickets, AGMO and high quality questioning are the 

methods that we use to identify gaps and these should be referenced within the 

medium term plans. It is also important to remember that teachers should account 

for reteach opportunities following their own lessons and the planned reteach 

opportunities that come as a result of co-planning sessions. These actions will usually 

begin life in the form of know show charts which we share with the students and use 

to plan our own lessons to fully close the gaps that we know exist within the students’, 

knowledge, skills and understanding. Running alongside the know/show chart will 

be a group of lessons, separate to the main scheme of learning, which will be used 
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to teach the common misconceptions that have been revealed in the teaching 

sequence.

Short Term Planning

Consistency is key, and at Darwen Vale High School we ensure that a consistent diet 

of teaching and learning is achieved through ensuring that the following takes place 

in every lesson. They are as follows:

• All student work must follow the layout of DUM TUMS, which can be found 

elsewhere in this handbook.

• All lesson planning at DVHS MUST include an information retrieval task, a low stakes 

testing task or a knowledge recall task. 

• We plan carefully to ensure that the students have full access to the knowledge, 

skills and understanding that they need to thrive and make progress.

• We plan for Aggressive monitoring (AGMO) in lessons to support independent 

work. We use the data that we collect to close gaps and to solidify knowledge, 

skills and understanding. A guide to AGMO can be found elsewhere in this 

document.

• Books should show evidence of long and medium term planning from 

departmental schemes of learning. This will be checked through Deep Dive 

meetings that are held between the Principal, the Vice Principals and Middle 

Leaders.

• Differentiation should be planned for over time. We teach to the top and we 

scaffold down to support students in making progress.

• Every class must have a seating plan that accounts for the class profile. This must 

be placed on Class Charts and should follow a boy/girl pattern.

• There should be no dead time in lessons. We plan our lessons with a sense of 

urgency for all students to make progress and to close any gaps that exist.

• All lessons MUST be concluded with an Exit Ticket to check that the lessons 

objective(s) has been met and understood.
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How do we plan lessons?

When we plan, we plan backwards. It’s important to consider what we want the 

students to know and what skills we want then to have learnt by the end of each 

lesson. The way that we do this at Darwen Vale is through the use of an Exit Ticket. 

By using Exit Tickets we can instantly see which students have understood the 

learning that we intended and which ones we still need to close the learning loop 

the next time we see them. Ultimately, by using Exit Tickets we know who we need to 

individually target in the next lesson.

A typical Exit Ticket, may include questions and potential answers like this (please see 

the teacher area on One Drive to access the full suite of generic Aldridge resources, 

which includes Exit Tickets.):

 Question: What does the Ghost of Christmas Future represent?

1. The Ghost of Christmas Future represents that the world would be better off 

without Ebenezer Scrooge?

2. The Ghost of Christmas Future represents that all future Christmas celebrations will 

be dark and depressing.

3. The Ghost of Christmas Future represents fear of death. This Ghost intends to 

show Scrooge that if he continues in his current fashion, there is a reckoning 

that awaits him. In death, Jacob Marley paid for his actions on Earth. If he 

does not change, Scrooge will suffer the same fate.

4. The Ghost of Christmas Future represents the suffering that Scrooge has inflicted 

upon other people and wider society.

As you can see, a well-planned Exit ticket can allow you to point the students 

towards really specific details that you want them to be absolutely clear on; they 

can also serve as great revision resources from specific lessons and can also support 

your information retrieval activities for lessons that follow on later in the scheme of 

learning.

Prior to leaving the final checking task, it will usually (though not always) be the case 

that your students will demonstrate some independent practice. Prior to them doing 
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this, we use the approach of, ‘I do, we do, you do,’ which essentially is guided 

modelling. Please see further in this guide what this looks like in practice (examples of 

this and other examples of the techniques that have been mentioned can be found 

in the CPD folder on One Drive). This is also a great opportunity to show the students 

what you will be looking for when you hold your AGMO (aggressive monitoring), 

which needs to be done each time independent practice takes place. A full guide 

on how to carry out AGMO can be found towards the end of this handbook.

Big questions: It is usually the case (almost always the case!) that great lessons are 

underpinned by superb questions. The questions that you ask your students should 

ignite their curiosity and should cause them to think in a creative way. Equally, the 

questions that we ask should be pre-planned and should be targeted to specific 

individuals in the class in order to close gaps and to build on prior knowledge. For 

teachers at Darwen Vale and at all Aldridge schools this shouldn’t be an issue if we 

follow the gap closing guidance that has so far been laid out in this guide. While it is 

important to plan the questions that you are likely to ask, these questions shouldn’t be 

viewed as a script that you rigidly stick to. Some of the best classroom discussion can 

sometimes develop from a misconception that a student has demonstrated or even 

a spark of genius that is revealed from somebody in the group! 

If we think back to the Exit Ticket question of: What does the Ghost of Christmas 

Future represent? We can begin to think of some of the questions that we might 

frame around the description(s) of this particular character. Let’s see what this might 

look like:

1. Matthew, can you explain to the group why you think the Ghost is described in a 

dark way?

2. Ruth, why do you think the description of the ghost contrasts so starkly with the 

Ghost of Christmas Present?

3. Diane, how does this contrast relate to the reckoning that awaits Scrooge if he 

fails to change his ways?

As you can see, the most difficult question relates directly to the correct answer that I 

want the students to identify in the Exit Ticket at the end of the lesson.
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I’m setting it up for them to get it right. I’m setting it up for them to get it right.

Thinking more closely towards the beginning of each lesson, we need to set tasks that 

allow students to combat the ‘forgetting curve’ and practice basic skills. There are 

lots of ways that this can be done and while information retrieval, low stakes testing 

and knowledge recall have been given as directions on how to start lessons these 

do not need to be strictly adhered to. Ultimately, any activity that supports mastery 

over time and allows students to remember things that they have previously learnt is 

a great activity to start any lesson.

Lastly, we end the planning sequence with the start of the lesson, which hopefully 

should represent a perfect circle. A great way to start any lesson is by framing our 

objectives as learning questions. For this reason it is often a good idea to make your 

lesson objective the same as your Exit Ticket question, so in this case the objective to 

my lesson would be:

What does the Ghost of Christmas Present represent? By doing this I can be sure 

that every activity that I plan is intrinsically linked to the first thing that my students are 

greeted with when they enter the room and the last thing also…Think of the phrase, 

“close the learning loop…” If my Exit Ticket has the same question, or at least a very 

similar question, to my objective then I can see who has understood the concept 

that I have tried to teach…If they haven’t then I know that the learning loop hasn’t 

been closed and this should inform my planning for the next lesson. 

Easy right?!

Key Terminology

DDI = Data Driven Instruction

Data Driven = what the students know or don’t know…

Instruction = the way that you teach the students…

AGMO = Aggressive Monitoring

MAPs = Mid Assessment Points

Planning for an END point

Teacher planning demonstrates understanding of the end point for the sequence of 

learning (SOL): 
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• There is absolute clarity in what the students are to have learnt by the end of the 

SOL. 

• There is an exemplar that sets the bar for excellence (WAGOLL). 

• In the backwards design there is absolute clarity in what students are to do in 

order to progress throughout the SOL. 

• Where the lesson is practical, or non-practical, it is clear what success will look like. 

• The teacher will identify the exact areas where students struggle or form 

misconceptions. These are then planned into the teaching.

               

Planning a data driven START point 

Teachers will use strategies to gather information on the various starting points of 

students in the class: 

Prior Learning (incl. knowledge and skills) - information from previous learning will 

be used by the teacher to establish the right starting point for the new SOL. 

Baseline – planning will take into account the varying abilities in relation to: 

• numeracy 

• literacy (reading ages)

• discrete groups 

• prior assessment data (which includes gaps in knowledge).

Lesson objectives and outcomes must be precise and achievable. They are 

purposeful in building up to achieving the END point in lessons and the scheme of 
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learning overall. 

Planning for the Forgetting Curve 

Teachers plan for learning over time through…

Interleaving

1. Learners are exposed to new knowledge, skills and understanding through their 

learning;

2. Days later, the learning is reactivated with a recap of key events and 

consolidation activities (whiteboards etc.) 

3. Weeks later, recall is continued, usually through DIN tasks.

Deliberate Practice – At Darwen Vale, we work to the philosophy of ‘Practice makes 

Permanent’. Key concepts are revisited. Excellence is the standard and challenge is 

increased gradually.

Using lesson time effectively 

Teachers demonstrate the effective use of learning milestones that are: 

Cumulative - steps that build on one another - passing one takes students closer to 

the next. 

Distributed - milestones are designed in such a way that all students can achieve 

success and mastery. Increasing levels of difficulty are introduced so that there is 

further stretch and challenge for all students. 

Measurable - milestones are clearly signposted so that students can easily tell when 

they have passed them. 

Clear - milestones are phrased in such a way that students can quickly understand 

what they are aiming for (within a lesson or sequence of learning).

Independent Practice

Teachers establish routines that build independent practice into each day’s lesson: 
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• ‘Do Now’ to either introduce the day’s objective or review material from the 

previous day. 

• Exit ticket strategies are used to end the class with a brief but explicit final mini-

assessment aligned to the objective to evaluate students’ success. 

• Deliberate practice for mastery (I do /we do / you do). 

• Independent practice is planned for and is always underpinned by aggressive 

monitoring (AGMO).

Transition Point Assessment 

Teachers routinely check understanding at the transitions between activities in a 

lesson. 

• To do this, we ‘poll the room’. This allows us to clearly identify which students have 

grasped the concepts that we’ve been teaching and also allows us to see which 

students we need to close gaps with.

Streamlining Learning - Efficient Activities 

Teachers demonstrate that they have planned strategies that: 

• Require the least amount of instruction to enable students to move on

• Use activities to prepare for the end point e.g. building blocks to evaluation or 

extended writing. 

• Cut out ‘busy’ work that doesn’t aid progress; making work purposeful and 

efficient.

Monitor Meticulously 

Teachers check students’ independent work to determine whether they’re learning 

what is being taught by: 

• Deliberately monitoring student work, making note of students who have wrong 

answers, through aggressive monitoring (AGMO).
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• Checking answers against the exemplar (Link to Mid Assessment Points—MAPs). 

• Providing time for students who have not fully grasped key skills or knowledge to 

repeat/improve in green pen (MAPs). 

• Identifying the first students who will require support based on marking/ 

questioning. 

• Annotating student work.

Teachers use data to analyse why students answered incorrectly and respond 

accordingly by: 

• Planning when to teach areas where students struggled. 

• Providing opportunities for independent practice that prepares them for the 

upcoming MAPs. 

• Scripting what best answers will look like and identifying likely student errors, based 

on data (creation of WAGOLL). 

• Detailing which students will be targeted for which questions. 

• Using data-driven cold call: where students are called on based on their learning 

needs with questions that are tailored to what that student needs to develop. 

• Using data-driven ‘in the moment’: where lesson adjustments are made 

immediately.

I Do and We Do: 

Teachers use effective modelling using exemplars. Effective modelling will: 

•  Anticipate student errors and detail what these might be - guiding students away 

from mistakes and misconceptions. 

• Move from ‘I Do’ into ‘We Do - giving students a chance to practise their way 

through potential pitfalls with guidance, before navigating them on their own in 

independent practice. 
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Habits of Evidence 

Teachers teach students the skills of breaking down exemplar material, by creating 

the independent ability to: 

• Annotate their own work for evidence of success against a mark scheme/

WAGOLL. 

• Annotate a “text” for evidence of success against a mark scheme/WAGOLL. 

Data-Driven Questioning 

Teachers use effective questioning techniques that: 

• Demonstrate that teachers are prepared to redirect incorrect answers. 

• Are scaffolded, breaking down problems/questions into smaller chunks. 

• Demonstrate that questions have been pre-planned. 

• Check for understanding. 

• Challenge and stretch students. 

• Elicit higher order responses. 

• Providing wait time after posing challenging questions. 

• Differentiating questions in order to extend students’ answers. 

Habits of Self Assessment (Skillfulness) 

Teachers teach students explicitly to self assess independently their own level of skill: 

• Annotate their own and others’ work for evidence of success against a mark 

scheme/WAGOLL. 

• Set targets/identify.

Ratio/Stretch It 

Teachers develop independent thinking by using a range of strategies, such as: 
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• Not repeating students’ answers (asking students to repeat to the class if too 

quiet). 

• Providing opportunities for students to develop habits of discussion to critique or 

build off of each other’s answers. 

• Creating opportunities for students to state answers and a conceptual 

understanding of the topic. 

Some other things to remember

• Marking must be primarily formative, literacy focused and involve the use of 

setting students tasks to enable them to close gaps in knowledge. This should 

always be done with a green pen. A full guide to marking and feedback can be 

found later in this document.

• Marking and feedback must be regular.

• The marking for literacy codes must be used.

• Every class must have a seating plan that accounts for the class profile. This will be 

generated on Class Charts and must follow a boy/girl pattern.

• We use Positive Narration at every stage of the learning to engage and enthuse 

all students.

• We insist on 100% at all times and we do this by following the agreed protocols for 

listening, note taking and independent practice.

• We ensure that we support our students in becoming ‘word rich’ by using the 

strategies from Alex Quigley’s Closing the Vocabulary Gap.
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Aggressive Monitoring and Data Driven Instruction

1. Create and implement a monitoring pathway

2. Create precise and bite-sized laps e.g. Show me how Dickens uses setting to 

create an impact on the reader.

3. Monitor the quality of work on your record sheet

4. Give short and precise cues as you circulate – don’t stop

5. Use the agreed academy coding – provided below.

Code What the code represents

The student has successfully demonstrated the 
skills, knowledge or understanding that you have 
asked them to show you.

The student has successfully demonstrated the 

skills, knowledge or understanding that you’ve 

asked them to demonstrate at an exceptional 

standard.

The student has not successfully demonstrated 

the skills, knowledge or understanding that you 

have asked them to show you.

The student has shown a degree of successful 

demonstration through their work, but they need 

to show their understanding/competency further.
EX
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AGMO Clinics: what they are and how to hold one

The purpose of an AGMO clinic is very simple, it is to use the AGMO (laps) data that 

teachers generate with their classes to identify the biggest gaps/misconceptions 

across a year group. Once these misconceptions have been identified it is then the 

job of all teaching staff to plug the gaps and enhance the knowledge, skills and 

understanding that are required to make progress. One AGMO clinic should be 

held every 3 weeks, focusing on the year group displayed on the school calendar. 

However, as part of ongoing quality assurance, subject leaders need to conduct 

weekly checks of their department’s AGMO books.

So how does an AGMO clinic work?

1. The subject leader sets the focus with an identified year group.

2. An area in a recent SOL is identified to discuss as a team for example, creative 

writing or equations or anything else that we know is very important for exam 

success. Some questions that you might address are: what are the biggest 

misconceptions; what is an easy fix; what do we need to spend more time on; 

when will we hold our department re-teach and when will we measure the 

impact of our reteach?

3. Once the gaps have been identified create a ‘know and show’ chart’. This needs 

to indicate what the students need to know in order to produce a high quality 

response and what they have to show in their answers for them to be high quality.

4. Plan a series of agreed resources or lessons that will be delivered to plug these 

gaps. Subject leaders will need to bring these to a scheduled RAP meeting.

5. Re-teach and AGMO to be sure that you have closed the gaps!
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The Quest for Perfection
Protocol for Listening

What does the teacher need to? 

1. Stand where they can see everywhere (determine where this is)

2. Scan the room overtly and continually as they talk to the class

3. Stop when there is not perfection

4. Do it again until perfection is reached

What do the students need to do?

1. Place their pens on the table and fold their arms.

2 .Sit with their whole bodies facing the teacher.

3. Whilst listening ensure that their eyes follow the speaker. In the main this will be the 

teacher but sometimes this will be another student. 

What do leaders need to do?

1. Enters the room and scan for 100% on the protocol

2. Use a non-verbal prompt to support the teacher if possible

3. If not, whisper prompt or actively model as required

4. Stay in the room until perfection is gained.

What it should not look like…

1. Any student being allowed to not follow the protocol to perfection.

2. The teacher can’t be seen scanning overtly

3. Positive narration is not used

4. The leader does not support to 100% and allows anything less.

5. The leader leaves before 100% is gained
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Script for Listening

“Okay, I want 100% listening please. 

 Pens down, arms folded, eyes on me.”  

(positively narrate until this is achieved).  “Thank you – that’s superb.”

If it isn’t achieved as quickly as you would like then phrasing like, “I’m waiting on two; 

I’m now waiting on Alex – thank you Alex,” would be useful to use.

Protocol for Note Taking

What does the teacher need to do?

1. Stand where they can see everywhere (determine where this is)

2. Scan the room overtly and continually as they say to the class, “Pens ready, we 

are about to take some notes.”

3. Wait for 100% - use positive narration to assist this.

4. Scan ‘hot-spots’ for any pupil not giving 100%/not note taking.

5. Stop when there is not perfection and reset.

6. Circulate the room to check notes.

What do the students need to do?

1. When students hear, “Pens ready.” They should pick up their pen.

2. Always take notes in silence.

3. Whilst note taking (and where appropriate) make sure that their eyes follow: 

*the board 

*the teacher 

*their peers (if they are responding to a question).

What do leaders need to do?

1. Enter the room and scan for 100% on the protocol

2. Use non-verbal prompts to support the teacher if possible

3. If not, whisper prompt or actively model as required

4. Stay in the room until perfection is achieved.
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What it should not look like:

1. Any student being allowed to not take notes

2. Any student doodling or doing graffiti

3. The teacher can’t be seen scanning overtly/circling the room

4. Positive narration is not used

5. The leader does not support to 100% and allows anything less

6. The leader leaves before 100% is gained

7. Any student talking

Script for Note Taking

“I need 100% because we’re doing a note taking task, place your pens in your hands 

and track the board.”

Stop to positively narrate where appropriate.

“Everything that I write, you write, pens in hand, track the board…Excellent!”

“Matthew, I can’t see your pen moving – thank you Matthew.”

Protocol for Independent Practice

What does the teacher need to do?

1. Prior to the task, clear instructions and modelling of what is required need to have 

been given. This may be underpinned by AGMO.

2. Give clear timings and guidelines on how long the independent practice will take

3. Insist on silence before the task begins.

4. Positively narrate the students’ achievements and efforts as the room is circulated

5. Remind the students of the success criteria

6. Prompt the students to stay on task

What do the students need to do?

1. Remain in silence all the way through the independent task.
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2. Try their hardest and show some resilience…never give up!

3. Not be passive! If you don’t understand then you can ask the teacher

What do leaders need to do?

1. Enter the room and scan for 100% on the protocol

2. Use non-verbal prompts to support the teacher if possible

3. If not, whisper prompt or actively model as required

4. Stay in the room until perfection is achieved.

What it should not look like:

1. Any student being allowed to opt out of independent practice

2. Any student talking while independent practice is taking place

3. The teacher can’t be seen scanning overtly/circling the room

4. The teacher is sat at their desk

5. Positive narration is not used

6. The leader does not support to 100% and allows anything less

7. The leader leaves before 100% is gained

8. Any student talking

Script for Independent Practice

 “Okay, I want a focus of 100%  please. Pens down, arms folded, eyes on me.”  

(positively narrate until this is achieved).  “Thank you – that’s superb. We are now 

going to do some independent practice for 10 minutes. Remember the model that I 

showed you and think carefully about what I want you to show me in your answer. I 

will tell you what I want you to show me in each lap of the room that I do.

If it isn’t achieved as quickly as you would like then phrasing like, “I’m waiting on two; 

I’m now waiting on Ruth – thank you Ruth,” would be useful to use.
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Maintaining the environment

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Ensure the classroom is neat 

and tidy

All tables straight

All chairs pushed under facing forwards

No graffiti

Leave board remotes in an obvious place on 

the teacher desk

Remove all of our own resources

Check the floor for litter

All class books collected and returned to 

correct shelf/crate

Wipe the whiteboard clean

Provision of classroom 

resources

Collect in all whiteboards, pens and rubbers 

and leave tidy

Ensure there is a roll of blue paper and table 

spray

Check sanitiser

Inform appropriate staff for re-stocking 

Ensure the corridors (walls 

and floor) are presentable

Pick up litter if needed

Ensure posters are tidy

Be vigilant for graffiti and other anti-social acts/

behaviour

Remind pupils of the need 

to be mindful of their 

environment

Remind pupils on a regular basis of their 

responsibility in looking after their school – take 

ownership
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Owning our corridors

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Remind pupils on a regular 

basis of their responsibility in 

looking after their school – 

take ownership

• Stand square in our classroom doorways 

whilst greeting students/ handing out the 

DIN task.

• Scan the corridors and address any non 

compliance.

• Where appropriate intervene with students 

and direct them to the classroom that they 

should be lining up outside, or the classroom 

that they should be in. If this means that 

you momentarily leave your door way then 

please do.
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Pupil punctuality to lessons 

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

If a student doesn’t arrive 

for your lesson, you should 

mark as absent.

Do this in SIMs by coding the student as N. If 

there is a reason for their non-appearance they 

may already be marked accordingly (M/I/Q 

etc).  If they are not coded as such and they 

are not in class with you then mark as N.

If a student doesn’t arrive 

for your lesson and they 

have been in previous 

lessons that day, then their 

absence needs reporting 

for safeguarding.

Send an email to pupiltracking@darwenvale 

and key staff will be notified of the student’s 

absence and will be able to act on this.

If a student is late to your 

lesson, ask them if they 

have a note or explanation.

In a quiet and calm way. Don’t make a fuss 

and don’t disrupt learning. Other students need 

to see that you have though picked up on the 

lateness.

Amend the register 

accordingly for lateness. 

Use SIMS when appropriate. 

Mark the student as Late by entering an L and 

also indicating the number of minutes late.

Stay calm, do not draw 

excessive attention to the 

situation and try, if possible, 

to continue the lesson 

without further interruption.

Move closer to student who has arrived late in 

case they wish to borrow equipment, need their 

book or wish to speak to you about the work. 

Get the student sat down and engaged. 
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Pupil punctuality to lessons 

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Encourage them not to 

disrupt the working of 

others with non-verbal 

gestures where possible 

and if necessary.

A look, gesture, strategic point, miming of an 

action can help to clarify expectations.

The issue of late arrival 

should not be ignored, 

and you should speak 

to the student when it’s 

appropriate. This ensure 

the school policy on 

punctuality is upheld and 

we expect students to 

arrive to lessons on time

When the class are working in silence then 

approach the student and say, ‘Is everything 

OK?’ ‘I noticed you were late; we will discuss 

this briefly at the end of the lesson. Try to deal 

with students privately not publicly in front of 

the class/large groups where possible. It may 

be more appropriate to ask them to stay when 

you are dismissing the class.

Speak to the student at the 

end of the lesson (if time) to 

ascertain why the situation 

has occurred and to inform 

them of the consequences 

of their action. Tell them 

they have a detention.

Know what action to take, stay calm, be 

understanding, be consistent and always follow 

up on issues that arise. If there is no reason 

for lateness, then a sanction needs putting in 

place. You should arrange with the student 

when this is and record it as a C2 on class 

charts.

Make sure they arrive for 

the agreed detention and 

discuss their punctuality 

with them. Tell them you will 

monitor their punctuality 

and ask them if there is any 

support you can give.

Be on time for your detention and be prepared 

to talk to the student. Should they fail to turn up 

then the sanction should be escalated to a C3 

teacher after school detention.
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Pupil punctuality to lessons 

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Monitor the students for 

continued lateness.

If the student continues to arrive late then 

inform the pastoral team and the students form 

tutor that punctuality is a problem. At this point 

home needs contacting to discuss concerns. 

There may be wider concerns that the pastoral 

team wish to follow up or else it might be 

suggested that you as the teacher follow this 

up with parents.
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Rewards & praise

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Reward digitally Class chart points that lead to badges

Celebrate success
Display/announce cumulative positive points 

on the whiteboard in form time also on reports

Positive conversations
Ensure we engage with positive chats – 5 per 

day. Smile

Exaggerate/big up 

achievements

“Sir is this ok?” – we say “Its more than ok – its 

excellent.” Positive reinforcement – but be 

genuine

Turning negatives into 

positives

Instead of – “If you mess about I’ll detain you at 

break” – “Those who work hard can leave on 

the bell.

Jokes
Have a huge bank of jokes (poor and good) at 

your disposal.

Give tangible group 

rewards
Rewards trips / educational golden time/game.

Celebrate good 

attendance

Displayed in form rooms and mentioned in 

every other Vale Values lesson. Let pupils know 

that you know their attendance.

Celebrate exemplar work

Holding it up and publicly applauding it in class. 

Publishing it in the school newsletter. Use class 

work as exemplar in lessons using visualiser.

Praising small steps for 

students of different needs

Setting individual targets/challenges according 

to their ability.
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Rewards & praise

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Positive narration

Avoiding negative speech. Catch pupils doing 

well. “Thank you for….” Rather than “stop doing 

that!”

Encourage and inspire 

through relevant examples

Exemplifying how local people have made 

their living through applying skills, knowledge 

and understanding learnt at school (specifically 

BWD schools, e.g, Alfred Wainwright – ART, John 

Noel Nichols – inventor of Vimto, Jack Walker – 

engineering)

Gaining responsibilities Prefects – head boy/girl. Class responsibility.
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Presentation of pupils’ work

What do 
we do as a 
staff?

How do we do it?

DUM TUMS

Date 

Underline 

Miss a line 

Title 

Underline 

Miss a line 

Start

1. Instruct the students to write the date in (fully) in the top 

righthand corner of their workbooks. Do not allow them to 

write a shortened version of the date. They then must write 

classwork or homework in the top left hand corner of their 

page.

2. Once the date has been written, instruct the students to 

neatly underline it with a pencil and a ruler. If they do not 

have the correct equipment then instruct them to borrow 

it from a classmate or you may be able to lend it to them 

as their classroom teacher. If this becomes a regular 

occurrence with a particular student(s) then please apply 

a sanction on Class Charts (C2). If this becomes an ongoing 

issue then DOP will place the student(s) on an equipment 

report.

3. After the date has been neatly underlined it is now time for 

the student to miss a line and write the title of the lesson, 

which should be written in the centre of the relevant line. The 

title should also be underlined with a pencil and a ruler. 

4. The L.O. or L.Q. should then be written after missing a line 

from the title on the left-hand side of the workbook and 

should also be underlined with a pencil and a ruler.

5. Once this has been done the students should miss one more 

line and then start their work.
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Presentation of pupils’ work

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Ensure all diagram are 

drawn with pencils and 

rulers as required.

• Make the expectation clear, ensure 

equipment is available. 

• Apply a sanction if a students does not do 

this on a regular basis. 

• Check that this has been done by 

circulating the room. 

• Ensure that the students do it again if 

underlining has not been done enatly and 

correctly.

Ensure work is written in full 

sentences.

1. Explicitly explain that all written work should 

be written in full sentences. 

2. Model this to the students through the I do, 

We do, You do approach. 

3. Ensure that this is done through circulating 

the room and regular marking and 

feedback in line with the school marking 

and feedback policy.

Insist on no graffiti.

1. Remind the students atl east once a week 

that there should not be any graffiti on their 

books.

2. If graffiti is discovered then apply a sanction. 

3. Sanction as necessary.

4. The student(s) should then recomplete/

cover their work.
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Presentation of pupils’ work

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Worksheets to be stuck in 

neatly in the correct place.

1. Plan a strict time limit for students to stick any 

loose sheets into their books. 

2. Ensure that the correct equipment is 

available for the students to do this
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Do it now tasks

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Ready to go at the 

beginning of the lesson.

On the board or a paper copy ready to hand 

to students as they enter.

Make it clear it is to do 

immediately upon entry.

• Build in as a routine

• Said verbally

• Instructions on the boards

• Expect silence

Do it now task could be a 

recall, retrieval, quick quiz, 

quick explanation to show 

understanding.

• Relevant to the topic being taught and 

accessible to all abilities

• Linked to previous lessons in a logical 

manner/scaffolding

• Can be used to determine the starting point 

of the lesson

• Could be fertile question that is thought 

provoking or creative 

• Provide them a hook to the lesson 

• Provide some challenge

Should be appropriate time 

limit relevant to the task.

• Provide a clear time limit

• This could be on the board or said verbally

Keep the task relevant.

• Linked to last lesson

• Linked to last weeks topic, fortnight ago, last 

month and last term, last topic
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Do it now tasks

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Refreshing/retesting skills 

and content.

• Purposeful

• Encourages deeper understanding 

• Encourages confidence 

• Opportunity to praise/positive narration

• Cross curricular links

Set the tone of the lesson.
• Encourages engagement and a settled start

• Encourages high expectations

We get students ready to 

engage with a new lesson 

that may require a different 

type of thinking.

• Make the task enjoyable, accessible and 

relevant.
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Questioning

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Check for understanding

• Plan our questioning as part of the lesson.

• Use blooms taxonomy to establish challenge 

of questions.

Use a variety of questioning techniques such as:

Cold call

• Establish an explicit routine so the students 

are aware they will be questioned. 

• Explicitly use the phrase ‘cold call’ to 

establish a consistent language/discourse 

around the academy. 

• Explain what ‘cold call’ means to ensure 

compliance. 

• Ensure you provide ‘wait time’. 

• Target pre-planned students (from DDI).

Closing the gaps

Push pupils to elaborate on their responses 

using universal prompts. For example, “Tell 

me more”, “Explain how you came to that 

conclusion”, “Can you develop your answer?”

Teacher to withhold the answer in order to 

check for agreement/disagreement with other 

pupils. “Do you agree with ___?” “Why/Why 

not?”

Closing the learning loop

When student is unable to respond, ask another 

student and then return to the first student and 

ask them to answer/expand elaborate.
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Questioning

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Encourage academic talk

Direct students to review their answer by using 

subject specific terminology (could give an 

example to prompt) and formal language.

Only accept an answer 

that is ‘right’

Use ‘right is right’ (TLAC) to challenge and 

stretch pupils to answer correctly.

Poll the room for whole 

class understanding

Plan ‘hinge’ questions in lessons as 

‘checkpoints’ for learning/understanding/

progress. 

Ask students a question with multiple choice 

answer and all students to show teacher 

through mini wipe boards.

Call and response
We use questioning that demands a response 

en masse from the whole class.
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Modelling - I do, we do, you do

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

We provide high quality 

exemplars of the work 

that we want our students 

to produce through live 

modelling. We use the: I do, 

We do, You do approach 

to do this. 

I do: We provide an example of what 

excellence looks like. We do this in a live 

manner and we talk the students through 

our thought process in how we created our 

example. This could take shape in the form of a 

paragraph; a completed equation; an athletic 

technique, or any other appropriate means of 

demonstration. 

We do: Once we have taken the students 

through our own example, we then create 

another example/model, but we do this by 

seeking their input. We may ask questions like, 

“What would be the best connective to include 

here?” Or, “Which parts of the mark scheme 

have we so far left out of this example? Where 

should we include a reference to the author’s 

intentions?” 

You do: At this stage it is time for the students 

to demonstrate what they have learnt through 

their own independent practice. It is also an 

excellent example to test the whole groups 

understanding by conducting whole class 

AGMO.
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AGMO

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Aggressively monitor…

better known as AGMO.

• We plan and name our laps that will 

highlight what we want the students to 

demonstrate in their independent practice. 

• We always use the starter of “Show me…” 

when we do this.

• We plan our laps to be bite sized, 

achievable and tangible. For example: 

Lap 1 Show me an example of figurative 

language

• We pre plan our route of the classroom. 

This should start with the fastest finisher 

and should be followed by those who we 

anticipate will struggle.

• We give short and precise cues as we 

circulate (don’t stop at any point!) 

• We monitor the quality of work in the 

students’ books and in our DDI books. 

• We mark the work using the agreed 

academy coding that can be found earlier 

in this handbook.

• We fix and close gaps as they emerge 

travelling through our route.

• If a significant number of misconceptions 

occur we stop the task and we do a 

reteach.
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Exit tickets

What do we do as a staff? How do we do it?

Deliver high quality Exit 

Tickets at the end of every 

lesson to check learning 

and to identify/close gaps.

• We plan a question that is explicitly linked to 

the lesson’s objective/learning question. In 

some cases it will probably be the same as 

the lesson’s learning question.

• We identify a number of potential answers 

(about 3 or 4) that will test the students’ 

thinking in identifying the correct answer to 

the question.

• We provide the students with mini 

whiteboards/whiteboard markers to record 

and show their answers.

• We identify misconceptions and close gaps 

in the moment through questioning or re-

explaining.

• If gaps in knowledge/understanding are 

still evident then we record these in our DDI 

books and use the data to re-teach at the 

start of the next lesson.
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Marking and feedback

How do we do it?

• Alongside DDI, we regularly monitor the quality of student work and correct it 

where appropriate. 

• If a student has successfully answered the lesson’s learning question or met the 

lesson’s objective then we award it with a double tick.

• We always mark in red pen.

• Marking and DDI should always inform future planning. 

• Teacher annotations should be motivating and should be linked to the relevant 

success criteria. 

Deep Marking

• DIRT time, or directed improvement and reflection time should be granted to 

enable students the direction and reflection time needed to improve their work 

and make progress. DIRT TIME should follow a deep mark.

•  Through DIRT TIME, a motivational strength, directly linked the success criteria 

should be identified. 

• A target for improvement, again, linked to the assessment criteria should also be 

identified. 

• The teacher should then allocate an appropriate amount of time for the student 

to respond to this target. 

• Student responses should always be in green pen.

• At KS3, In core subjects, this should occur fortnightly and once a half term in non 

core subjects.

• At KS4, this should occur fortnightly for both core and non core subjects.

• The marking for literacy codes should be applied following a deep mark.

What do we do as a staff?

Deliver regular and effective marking and feedback to all students.
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Literacy marking guidance
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Get better faster scope & seq
Action Steps to Launch a Teacher’s Development

Management Trajectory Rigor Trajectory

Phase 1: Pre-teaching (Summer PD)

Develop essential routines & 
procedures

1. Routines & Procedures 101: Design and Roll 
out

• Plan & practice critical routines and 
procedures moment-by-moment:

 � Explain what each routine means and what 
it will look like

 � Write out what teacher and students do 
at each step, and what will happen with 
students who don’t follow the routine

• Plan & practice the roll out: how to introduce 
routine for the first time:

 � Plan the “I Do”: how you will model the 
routine

 � Plan what you will do when students don’t 
get it right

Strong Voice: Stand and speak with purpose

• Square Up, Stand Still: when giving 
instructions, stop moving and strike a formal 
pose

• Formal Register: when giving instructions, 
use formal register, including tone and word 
choice

*Note: Many other topics can be introduced during August 
training. What are listed
above are the topics that should be addressed to reach 
proficiency. Other topics to
introduce—even if the teachers will not yet master them—
could be:

• Least invasive intervention

• Narrate the Positive

• Create a Challenge/Build Momentum

• Teacher Radar: know when students are off-task

• Do It Again: practice routines to perfection--have 
students do it again if it is not done correctly (and know 
when to op Do It Again) 

Write lesson plans

1. Develop Effective Lesson Plans 101: 
Build the foundation of an effective lesson 
rooted in what students need to learn

• Write precise learning objectives that 
are

 � Data-driven (rooted in what students 
need to learn based on analysis of 
assessment results)

 � Curriculum plan-driven

 � Able to be accomplished in one 
lesson

• Script a basic “I Do” as a core part of 
the lesson

• Design an exit ticket (brief final mini-
assessment) aligned to the objective

2. Internalize Existing Lesson Plans: 
Make existing plans your own

• Internalize & rehearse key parts of the 
lesson, including the “I Do” and all key 
instructions

• Build time stamps into the lesson plan 
and follow them
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Get better faster scope & seq
Action Steps to Launch a Teacher’s Development

Management Trajectory Rigor Trajectory

Phase 2 (Days 1-30)

Roll out & monitor routines

3. What to Do:

• Economy of Language: give crisp instructions 
with as few words as possible (e.g. 3-word 
directions). Check for understanding on 
complex instructions.

4. Routines & Procedures 201: Revise and 
perfect them

• Revise any routine that needs more attention 
to detail or is inefficient, with particular 
emphasis on what students and teachers are 
doing at each moment

• Do It Again: have students do the routine 
again if not done correctly the first time

• Cut it Short: know when to stop the Do It 
Again

5. Teacher Radar: Know when students are off 
task
• Deliberately scan the room for on-task 

behavior:

 � Choose 3-4 “hot spots” (places where you 
have students who often get off task) to 
scan constantly

 � “Be Seen Looking”: crane your neck to 
appear to be seeing all corners of the 
room

• Circulate the room with purpose (break the 
plane):

 � Move among the desks and around the 
perimeter

 � Stand at the corners: identify 3 spots on 
the perimeter of the room to which you 
can circulate to stand and monitor student 
work

 � Move away from the student who’s 
speaking to monitor the whole room

Independent practice

3. Write the Exemplar: Set the bar for 
excellence

• Script out the ideal written responses 
you want students to produce during 
independent practice

• Align independent practice to 
the rigor of the upcoming interim 
assessment

4. Independent Practice: Set up daily 
routines that build opportunities for 
students to practice independently

• Write first, talk second: give students 
writing tasks to complete prior to 
class discussion, so that every student 
answers independently before hearing 
his or her peers’ contributions

• Implement a daily entry prompt (Do 
Now) to either introduce the day’s 
objective or review material from the 
previous day

• Implement and review a longer 
independent practice and/or a daily 
Exit Ticket (brief final mini-assessment 
aligned to your objective) to see how 
many students mastered the concept
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Get better faster scope & seq
Action Steps to Launch a Teacher’s Development

Management Trajectory Rigor Trajectory

Phase 2 (Days 1-30)

Roll out & monitor routines

6. Whole-Class Reset

• Implement a planned whole class reset to 
re-establish student behavioral expectations 
when a class routine has slowly weakened 
over previous classes

• Implement an “in-the-moment reset” when a 
class veers off task during the class period

 � Example: Stop teaching. Square up. Give 
a clear What to Do: “Pencils down. Eyes 
on me. Hands folded in 3-2-1. Thank you: 
that’s what Harvard looks like.” Pick up 
tone & energy again.

Independent practice

5. Monitor Aggressively: Check students’ 
independent work to determine whether 
they’re learning what you’re teaching

• Create & implement a monitoring 
pathway:

 � Create a seating chart to monitor 
students most effectively

 � Monitor the fastest writers first, 
then the students who need more 
support

• Monitor the quality of student work:

 � Check answers against your 
exemplar

 � Track correct and incorrect answers 
to class questions

• Pen in hand: Mark up student work as 
you circulate

 � Use a coding system to affirm 
correct answers

 � Cue students to revise answers using 
minimal verbal intervention (Name 
the error, ask them to fix it, tell them 
you’ll follow up) 
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Get better faster scope & seq
Action Steps to Launch a Teacher’s Development

Management Trajectory Rigor Trajectory

Phase 3 (Days 31-60)

Engage every student

7. Build the Momentum

• Give the students a simple challenge to 
complete a task:

 � Example: “Now I know you’re only 4th 
graders, but I have a 5th grade problem 
that I bet you could master!!”

• Speak faster, walk faster, vary your voice, & 
smile (Sparkle)

8. Pacing: Create the illusion of speed so that 
students feel constantly engaged

• Use a hand-held timer to stick to the times 
stamps in the lesson &

• give students an audio cue that it’s time to 
move on

• Increase rate of questioning: no more than 2 
seconds between when a student responds 
and a teacher picks back up instruction

• Use countdowns to work the clock (“do that 
in 5..4..3..2..1”)

• Use Call and Response for key words

9. Engage All Students: Make sure all students 
participate:

• Make sure to call on all students

• Cold call students

• Implement brief (15-30 second) Turn & Talks

• Intentionally alternate among multiple 
methods in class discussion: cold calling, 
choral response, all hands & turn and talks

Respond to student learning needs

6. Habits of Evidence

• Teach students to annotate with 
purpose: summarize, analyze, find the 
best evidence, etc.

• Teach and prompt students to cite key 
evidence in their responses

7. Check for Whole-Group 
Understanding: Gather evidence on

whole group learning:

• Poll the room to determine how 
students are answering a certain 
question.

 � “How many chose letter A? B? C?”

 � [Students answer the question 
on whiteboard: “Hold up your 
whiteboards on the count of 
three…”

• Target the error: focus class discussion 
on the questions where students most 
struggle to answer correctly
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Management Trajectory Rigor Trajectory

Phase 3 (Days 31-60)

10. Narrate the Positive

• Narrate what students do well, not what 
they do wrong

 � “I like how Javon has gotten straight to 
work on his writing assignment.”

 � “The second row is ready to go: their 
pencils are in the well and their eyes are 
on me.”

• While narrating the positive and/or while 
scanning during a redirect, look at the 
student(s) who are off-task

• Use language that reinforces students 
getting smarter:

 � Praise answers that are above and beyond 
or strong effort

11. Individual Student Corrections

Anticipate student off-task behavior and 
rehearse the next two things you will do when 
that behavior occurs. Redirect students

using the least invasive intervention necessary:

Proximity

Eye contact

Use a non-verbal

Say student’s name quickly

Small consequence 

8. Re-teaching 101--Model: Model for the 
students how to think/solve/write

• Give students a clear listening/note-
taking task that fosters active listening 
of the model, and then debrief the 
model:

 � “What did I do in my model?”

 � “What are the key things to 
remember when you are doing the 
same in your own work?”

• Model the thinking, not just a 
procedure

 � Narrow the focus to the thinking 
students are struggling with

 � Model replicable thinking steps that 
students can follow

 � Model how to activate one’s own 
content knowledge and skills that 
have been learned in previous 
lessons

 � Vary the think-aloud in tone and 
cadence from the normal “teacher” 
voice to highlight the thinking skills.

• We Do and You Do: give students 
opportunities to practice with your 
guidance 

Get better faster scope & seq
Action Steps to Launch a Teacher’s Development
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Management Trajectory Rigor Trajectory

Phase 4 (Days 61-90)

Set routines for discourse

12. Engaged Small Group Work: 
Maximize the learning for every 
student during group work:

• Deliver explicit step-by-step 
instructions for group work:

 � Make the group tasks visible/
easily observable (e.g., a 
handout to fill in, notes to 
take, product to build, etc.)

 � Create a role for every 
person (with each group no 
larger than the number of 
roles needed to accomplish 
the tasks at hand).

 � Give timed instructions, with 
benchmarks for where the 
group should be after each 
time window

• Monitor the visual evidence of 
group progress

 � Check in on each group 
every 5-10 minutes to monitor 
progress

• Verbally enforce individual & 
group accountability:

 � “You are five minutes behind; 
get on track.”

 � “Brandon: focus.” 

Lead student discourse 101

9. Re-teaching 201 - Guided Discourse: Let students 
unpack their own errors & build a solution

• Show-Call: post student work (either an exemplar or 
incorrect response) & ask students to identify why 
that answer is correct/incorrect

• Stamp the understanding:

 � “What are the keys to remember when solving 
problems like these?” or “Can someone give me a 
rule?” (Students use their own words)

• Give them At-bats: give students opportunities to 
practice with your guidance

10. Universal Prompts: Push the thinking back on the 
students through universal prompts that could be used 
at any point:

• Provide wait time after posing challenging questions

• Pre-call: let a student who needs more time know 
you’re calling him/her next

• Roll back the answer: repeat the wrong answer 
back to the student (give student time to think and 
you time to build a plan!)

• Ask universal prompts to push the student to 
elaborate:

• “Tell me more.”

• “What makes you think that?”

• “How do you know?”

• “Why is that important?”

• Close the loop: after correcting their error, go back 
to students with wrong answers to have them revise 
their answers

11. Habits of Discussion: Teach and model for students 
the habits that strengthen class conversation:

• Keep neutral/manage your tell: don’t reveal the 
right/wrong answer through your reaction to the 
student response.

• Agree/Build off of: “I agree with ____ and I’d like to 
add….”

• Disagree respectfully: “While I agree with [this part 
of your argument], I disagree with ____. I would 
argue….”

Get better faster scope & seq
Action Steps to Launch a Teacher’s Development
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Rigor Trajectory

Strech it (Next steps)
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Lead student discourse 201

12. Strategic Prompts: Ask strategic questions to targeted students in 
response to student error

• Prompt students to access previously learned knowledge:

 � Point students to resources (notes, posted concepts and content)

 � “What do we know about _____ [content students learned in previous 
classes]?”

 � Use a prompting guide (e.g., Great Habits, Great Readers Guided 
Reading Prompting Guide) to design questions

• Call on students based on their learning needs (data-driven)

• Call on lower and middle-achieving students to unpack question

• If they struggle, try a higher achieving student

• If they are easily unpacking, try a lower achieving student

• Create a sequence of students to call on based on the rigor of each 
prompt (e.g., first ask middle student, then low, then high, etc.)

• Students prompting students: push students to use habits of discussion to 
critique or push one another’s answers

 � Probe deeper: “[Peer], have you considered this point….?”

13. Go Conceptual: Get students to do the conceptual thinking

• Ask students to verbalize a conceptual understanding of content, not just 
the answer to a specific question:

 � “That’s the procedure. Now tell me why that works.”

 � “Can you generalize that idea to apply to all problems like this one?”

 � “Use the following terms [terms learned in previous classes] in restating 
your answer.”

• Upgrade vocabulary: ask students to use technical/academic language 
when answering questions:

 � “That’s the right idea generally. Now state it again using proper 
mathematical/historical/scientific language.” 

 � “Correct. Now state it again using your Academic Word Wall as a

 � resource.”

• Stretch it: ask particular students to answer a more difficult extension to a 
given question

 � “What would the answer be if I changed it to [change the problem to 
something more complex]?”

 � “Is there an alternative way to solve this problem/do this task?”

 � “What do you think is the strongest counter-argument to yours and how 
would you refute it?”

Get better faster scope & seq
Action Steps to Launch a Teacher’s Development
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Coaching script

See it: Success, Model, & Gap (2-8 mins)
See Success (Precise praise)

Thank you so much for having me in your lesson this morning.

We have been working on having 100% with mini whiteboards and it was great to see 

that you were utilising the whiteboards for several of your tasks and praising students 

for using their whiteboards appropriately and quickly.

What was the impact of that?

(quick transition from explanation to writing, creates a positive class culture, easier 

feedback, accessible for all students)

See the model

The focus

Today, I want us to focus on checking whole class understanding on how to 

appropriately use the whiteboards.

What do you understand by how students should use their whiteboards effectively?

(Write short responses on them, hold them up for teacher to see, hold them at a pre-

determined height (chin, forehead, etc.))

What are the benefits of using a whiteboard to check progress and understanding?

(in the moment feedback, closing small gaps, checking understanding before 

moving on to next task)

Show a model: I am going to model how to use a mini whiteboard to check whole 

class understanding.

I want you to think about and note down what I do and what I say

1) Where I stood and my body posture

2) My directions for the task and how I use a timer

3) How I model how I want students to hold their whiteboards
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Coaching script

Check for understanding

Tell me what you saw from start to finish.

What do you notice about my directions for the task? The way I modelled how to 

hold the whiteboard 

(Directions were clear and concise. The timer was short and clear. The whiteboard 

was held at a chin level and was steady)

What would the impact of this have been?

(There was little chance for misunderstanding, the timer made students focus quicker 

and the pace of the lesson was snappy. The whiteboard can be easily read by 

teacher if held still and at an determined level)

See the gap

How was what we saw in your lesson different to the model we have watched?

Name it: Action Step What/Why/How (2-4 mins)
Name the action step

Based on what we have looked at and discussed, what do you think your action step 

should be?

Stamp it

Great! That’s similar to what I have, Here is my version write it down as I say it -

What: Check whole class understanding using mini whiteboards

How:

1. Give clear and concise instructions

2. Use a timer

3. Model with a whiteboard how to show their response

Just to make sure we are clear, please can you read it back to me? Is there anything 

you are not clear about? 
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Coaching script

Do It: Plan, Practise & Follow Up (18mins)
Plan before practice

Where would be a good place in a future lesson to implement / practise this?

We are going to plan for using mini whiteboard in your next lesson. Take 5 minutes to 

script exactly what you will say to introduce a Do Now task.

I will do the same and we can compare scripts and perfect what you are going to 

say.

Perfect the plan

Let’s compare your script to mine. What can we take from each ….? Great, let’s 

add…

Practice

Let’s now take it live.

(What you are looking for / what might you see that will cause you to intervene?)

Instructions clear and concise, planted in power spot, timer used for task, scanning 

for compliance, model where/how to hold whiteboard,

How did that feel? How would that be different from the lesson I came to see?

Let’s review whether you have achieved your full action step during this practice 

time.

Is there anything else you would like to add to your action step based on the 

successful practice you have completed today?

It was great sharing this session with you, looking forward to next week.

Thank you
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Coaching script

Script for SPAR Back pocket staging

Ok everyone, pens down, eyes on me 

(standing at corner of room, scanning 

from side to side overtly, craning neck to 

be seen looking)

(Students put pens on desk, hand on the 

table and tracking me)

I’m waiting on three……. (still 

scanning)…. The back row is giving a 

100%. Two….. Great job everyone, thank 

you.

(all students – sitting up, pens on desk, 

hand on the table and eyes me)

(Still scanning, wait … as soon as 

someone doesn’t have their eyes on 

you) I’m waiting……

(Non-compliance move to the desk 

and tap, while maintain the radar of the 

class)

Great job, everyone.

Now stand behind your chairs

Excellent

(always have some extra phares ready)

Ok everyone, pens down, eyes on 

me (standing at corner of room, 

scanning from side to side overtly, 

craning neck to be seen looking)

Great Job! …….. is ready, all the 

backrow pens are on the desk (still 

scanning).

Well done everyone! (Still 

scanning…. ) This was a fantastic 

lesson today 

(still scanning) (use non-verbals as 

needed to refocus students) (stop 

and do it again if needed). Great 

job. Thomas’s row has completed 

now. Thank you ..Jessie for putting 

your pen down. Thank you mark…. 

Still waiting on one row….. Great! 

Stand behind your chairs 

everyone. (Stand and scan overtly) 

(positively narrate) 

(Stand and scan overtly those 

who are waiting to be dismissed) 

(positively narrate those leaving)

 

An example not used with this script
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How we coach

‘Getting better… faster… through 

instructional leadership’

• All coaches, coachees and all teachers will use the scope and sequence 

document as a way to identify their strengths and areas for development as 

teachers.

• It is our ambition that all coachees become coaches themselves.

• The scope and sequence document will be used to set weekly achievable targets 

for all coaching participants.

• All targets need to be clear, bite sized and achievable on a weekly basis.

• Coaching participants will receive a weekly observation and coaching session 

from their coach. Observations do not need to last for a whole lesson and can 

range from 15-30 minutes in length.

• All coaching sessions should be scripted following the see it – name it – do it 

approach. Numerous examples of this approach can be found in the coaching 

CPD area.

• All coaches will place their weekly scripts into the CPD area to be quality assured 

by the coaching lead. Good practice and further areas for development will be 

shared as a result of this.

• Coaching programmes will last for 12 weeks, although in some cases this may not 

last as long.

• Within the 12 week cycle the coachee should record their lessons at the 4 and 8 

week point. These will then be watched by the teacher who has been recorded 

alongside their coach. Both colleagues will then ‘rate’ the coachee’s lesson 

against the scope and sequence document.

• All coaches will be provided with protected time on their timetables to plan and 

prepare their coaching sessions. DVHS recognise that coaching is an incredibly 

time consuming activity if it is to be done well. We are very grateful for the work 

that our coaching team undertakes.
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How we coach

• All coaching sessions should be recorded and placed within the CPD library. 

These videos are intended to aid future professional development and are a vital 

element of our CPD provision for coaches.

• Additional support and CPD for coaches will come via the lead coach. Following 

a rota, each coach will send their coaching video to the CEO who will identify 

strengths and areas for development.

• Reviewing Together Days will be used, in part, as a way for coaches to receive 

CPD.

• Coaching briefings (for coaches but all are welcome to attend) will be held on a 

fortnightly basis and will be used to share information and to share good practice. 

Each coach will be required to share their own good practice – the schedule for 

this will follow a rota.

• Coaching will not only limited to identified coaching partnerships. The SLT and ELT 

will each provide real time feedback on a weekly basis across the school using 

whisper prompts and mini whiteboards. From RTF action steps will be provided. 

Any member of staff who receives RTF will be given ‘what’ and ‘how’ action steps 

through fast feedback. Colleagues who have received feedback in this way will 

be supported through further RTF.

• Where a number of colleagues need to work on the same action step e.g. 100% 

then colleagues will receive CPD through a scheduled practice lab. However, 

regular practice labs will be held for all teaching staff




